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INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this report is to show in part the formal 

and rhythmic features of two slow movements of Beethoven's Piano 

Sonatas, Op. 10 No. 3, and Op. 79. A study of this kind was done 

because of an interest in how a composer makes a composition pro- 

gress from beginning to end, holding the listener's interest all 

the way. Also, a question to be studied is whether the rhythmic 

development compliments the harmonic development. These particu- 

lar sonatas were chosen because they contain a great deal of 

rhythmic variety, are of reasonable length, and contain contrast- 

ing slow movements. 

Sonata Op. 10 No. 3 was written between 1796 and 1796, and 

Sonata Op. 79 was written in 1809.1 

METHODS USED IN ANALYSIS 

The first procedure was the formal analysis. Every phrase 

was marked in the music, and each cadence was identified. The 

phrases were grouped together to find the themes and theme 

groups. This, in turn, helped to determine the general form of 

the movements such as sonata allegro, rondo, and so forth. A 

harmonic analysis as to key centers was also made. Material used 

in the movements was also identified and marked. 

Attention was next turned to rhythm. With the use of a 

'Grove's Dictionary of Music and Musicians, Vol. I, pp. 586- 
588. 



graph, a rhythmic chart was devised to show the number of rhyth- 

mic impulses per measure. 1 A rhythmic impulse occurs each time 

a sound or combination of sounds occurring simultaneously Is 

produced within the measure. For instance, the first measure of 

the Largo of onata, Op. 10 N. 3, contains six rhythmic im- 

pulses. Each horizontal space in the graph represents a certain 

measure in the music and Is numbered at the base of the chart. 

Each vertical space represents one note Impulse in that particu- 

lar measure. Therefore the six note impulses occurring In the 

Largo of Op. 10 No. 3 are indicated by the number 6 on the left- 

hand margin, and the measure is indicated by the nwaber 1 at the 

base of the graph. Two kinds of rhythmic impulses were recorded. 

The total number of rhythmic impulses per measure is referred to 

as the acc umulative rhythm, and is shown on the chart with a 

solid line. The total number of rhythmic impulses in the melodic 

line is referred to as melodic rhythm, and is recorded on the 

chart with a broken line. 

The main features of the harmonic progressions, the themes 

and material used, and the form are shown at the top of the 

graph. i\11 of these are necessary to give a clear picture of 

what Is being done. However, the story or the graph is not 

enough, because it is not possible to record aoything. The 

intensifications of a, dotted rhythm cannot be shown on the chart. 

For instance, two eighth notes ) would be recorded on the 

graph as two impulses, yet a dotted eighth note followed by a 

1300 Appendix, Chart in, 
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sixteenth note ( 1-7:11 ) would also be recorded as two impulses. 

While both of these examples contain two impulses, the dotted 

eighth and sixteenth note combination is more intense rhythmic- 

ally than the two eighth notes. flecause of this, the graph and 

the music must be used together to make a meaningful study. 

tion. 

DEFINITION OF TERMS 

Some o2 the terminology in this report may need clarifica- 

Phrase. A phrase may be considered as a segment of var- 
iable length which may or may not terminate with 
a cadence. Its length, though variable, should 
be sufficient to establish the segment as a well- 
defined unit preoccupied with its own thematic 
material. 

Phase. A phase is any section of the piece that takes on 
a special character, state, or function. 

Anchor. An anchor is a small harmonic and melodic divi- 
sion, maybe V-I, which is immediately repeated, 
sometimes in embellished form, to confirm the 
feeling of the key. 

Ceilinz. Ceiling is the term used to denote an area of 
rhythmic intensity which is remaining the same 
in each measure for a period of time. For ex- 
ample, mm. 1-9 in chart IV shows the same level 
of rhythwic intensity, so it is defined as a 
ceiling.1 

MATERIALS 

The works referred to for supplemental help were Grove's 

1See Appendix, Chart IV. 
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Dictionary of Music and Musicians; The Larger Forms of Fusical 

Composition, by Percy Goetschius; Companion to Beethoven's 

Pianoforte Sonatas , by Donald Francis Tovey; and The Harvard 

Dictionary of Music. 

The scores used in this study were Beethoven Sonatas for the 

Piano, Volume I, Kalmus edition, and Sonata Album for the Piano, 

Book I, Volume 329, G. Schirmer edition. 

A POPMAL ;%111) P'ilThY.IC ANALYIS OF THE. SECOND 
MOVEMENT (largo e mesto) OF BEETHOVEN'S 

SONATA, OP. 10 NO. 3 

The Largo e mesto in Sonata, Cp. 10 No. 3 which is in P 

minor, is discussed by Goetschius in his book, The Larger -orms 

of Musical Conlposition, under the section entitled, "A Sonata- 

Allegro Form with Middle Theme Instead of a Development." He 

says that in this movement "a light double-bar (without repoti- 

tion) marks the end of the Exposition; Instead of a Development, 

an entirely new melodic sentence is annoanced, which with its 

extension, leads to the recapitulation."1 

Tovey, in his Companion to Beethoven's Pianoforte Sonatas, 

calls it a sonata form with an _pisodic development.2 

1Percy Goetschius, The Larger Forms of Musical Composition, 
p. 115. 

2Donald Francis Tovey, Companion to Beethoven's Pianoforte 
Sonatas, p. 194. 
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HARMONIC AND THEATIC ANALYSIS 

Exposition 

The exposition is divided into a first theme group, mm. 1- 

17, a second theme group, mm. 18-26, and a closing theme group, 

mm. 27-29. 

First Theme Group. The first member of the first theme 

group, mm. 1-9, (labeled material A on Chart I) contains two 

phrases, the first a five-measure phrase, mm. 1-5, ending on 

the subdominant, and the other a four-measure phrase, mm. 6-9, 

ending in a perfect authentic cadence in D minor. 
1 

A transitional theme, mm. 10-17, (labeled material 'ID on 

Chart II) leads from D minor to the key of C Major, but unlike 

such transitional themes in general, it ends on a perfect authen- 

tic cadence. Because of its closed form, it assumes a high de- 

gree of independence. Its plan is illustrated in Ex. 1. 

Phases A and t are thematically parallel, with the modula- 

tion by sequence occurring in A'; so also are phases B and B' 

which form an anchor confirming the key of C Major. This transi- 

tion modulation to C Major is a rather unusual practice since 

the second theme immediately makes a modulation to A minor. 

Also, the strong authentic cadence, giving it a high degree of 

independence, is unusual; transition sections usually end in the 

dominant of the new key. 

'bee Appendix, Chart I. 
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Second Theme Group. The first member of the second theme 

group, mm. 17-26, is built upon a plan which is basically simple. 

It is illustrated in Ex. 2. 

Basically built in the key of A minor, it opens uniquely 

with an anchor presenting the progression IV (German Sixth) -V, 
4 

which leads by progressing harmony into a perfect authentic 

cadence. The second pert of this member is a modified repetition 

of the first pert, extended by a series of diminished 7th chords 

between the opening anchor end the cadence, which is more de- 

veloped then formerly. 

The closing theme, mm. 27-29 (labeled material Bi on 

Chart I), has a harmonic plan of I-IV-Ii-V7-I in the key of A 

minor for the conclusion of the exposition.) It develops mater- 

ial from m. 14 of the transition, mm. 10-17. A sequence occurs 

in mm. 27-28. 

Middle Theme 

The middle theme, mm. 30-43, presenting new material, opens 

in the key of F Major, but closes on the V of the key of D minor; 

it may therefore be thought of as a bridge theme carrying out the 

same harmonic function as does a development section. 

Its function in advancing continuity within the movement is 

especially well emphasized by the fact that it is the only theme 

within the movement which does not end on a complete authentic 

1 See Appendix, Chart I. 
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cadence. 

Example 3 illustrates its harmonic plan. 

new material i new n 
----- --_,...v. 

3? 11 3r 313 31( 3f 3t 17 31 19 14.? til 11 ilr 

1- V" T e(rn. 7M Griot ctifta ii, V 7 7 
-I eh, 0 kt -;f- IC - -1 

F Major F-1- 64 Dihm. 

7.1 --\71 

\-___i 
sequence 

The movement of the bass underlying the progression is 

simple and direct when, after changing notes around f, it follows 

a chromatic scale line. Example 4 illustrates this. 

Ex. 4. 

30 
_ 

F 17.ajor I 

o . h 
m. 

V6 IT I 
5 3 

minor V IV 7 V I 
7 

sequence 
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Recapitulation 

The recapitulation follows about the same plan as the expo- 

sition, but there are some key changes and some deletion of 

material. 

A return to material A from the first theme group of the 

exposition is made in m.44. The first phrase, mm. 44-48, is 

basically the same harmonically as mm. 1-5 in the exposition, 

but with intensifications. A kind of imitative treatment occurs 

in this section and is illustrated in Ex. 5. 

Ex. 5. 

This takes the form of a development of the same material 

used in the exposition. In m. 49 a switch is made to an E Flat 

chord which functions as a IV chord for the new key in B Flat 

Major. Material from the beginning of the transition theme 

stated in the exposition, mm. 10-13, is omitted from the recapit- 

ulation, but material from the last two phrases, mm. 14-17, is 

used in the new key. A comparison thus far may be made with 

Ex. 6. 



Ex. 6 

EXPOSITION (First Theme Group) 

First Member Transition 
Material A Material B 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 11 '1.2 13 ;1115 1 17 

1 1 I I I. 1 1 1 I I 1 ____1 1 1 1 

D M vok. 

44 45 

miivok 

RECAPITULATION 

Material A 

v T T T 

ent4Jorz -.7 21 ra1 T-4, V T If 

Material B 

46 47 48 7119 50 51 52 13 5 51 51 

1 I I -I I I I , I 

8bMIK R. V, DT I, 
3 
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it is seen, then, that the materials from two separate 

themes in the exposition are amalgamated into a single theme in 

the recapitulation. It is further seen that the particular sec- 

tion which is so amalgamated serves the same function in both the 

exposition and the recapitulation--to prepare for the first mem- 

ber of the second theme group. 

The second theme in the recapitulation is a literal trans- 

position except that an elision is used in the cadence measure to 

promote continuous rhythmic movement. There is no counterpart to 

the closing theme in the exposition. 

Chart II further compares the exposition and recapitulation 

in material, plan, and key structure.1 As can be seen, the re- 

capitulation key areas are D minor and Flat Major with a return 

to D minor which is made forceful through the addition of G# to 

the B Flat Chord (German Sixth) in m. 56. The key areas in the 

exposition are D minor, C Major, and A minor. The closing theme 

of the exposition is not repeated. 

The coda, mm. 65-87, falls in three phases. The coda binds 

material from the first theme with that of the last phase of the 

middle theme. 

The first phase, PM. 65-71, uses material A from the first 

theme group of the exposition for the melody which occurs in the 

bass line, and an accompaniment of repeated broken arpeggios is 

furnished. This section is held together harmonically by the use 

of an ascending chromatic scale in the bass, mm. 68-70. The 

1See Appendix, Chart II. 
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harmony is functional from mm. 71-76. Example 7 illustrates this. 

Ex. 7. 

The second phase, mm. 72-76, is held together by alternat- 

ing tonic and dominant harmony and uses material labeled D2 from 

the middle theme. Measures 74 and 75 are a literal restatement 

of mm. 72 and 73 only occurring an octave lower. 

The third phase, nun. 77-37, develops the second beat of the 

first theme of material A from the exposition and closes the 

composition. £y manipulating this material in many ways, a long 

prolongation occurs and helps to avoid the monotonous V-I pro- 

gression. 



Ex. 8. 

13 

Ey.1)15.C.14;o Ca (Is+. ,nevn Ler) 

RHYTHMIC ANALYBiS 

Exposition 

Pirst Theme Group. The first member of the first theme 

group has a comparatively low level of rhythmic activity with no 

noteworthy contrasts in intensity from measure to measure. This 

can be seen on Chart III. 
1 However, a closer look at the music 

indicates that the interest lies in the gradual rise of the 

melodic contour to a climax, mm. 6-7, and in the quick fall of 

the melodic contour ending on a perfect authentic cadence in D 

minor. The series of repeated B Flats in m. 5, merely keeping 

the movement going, gives a strong sense of anticipation to the 

beginning of a new phrase in m. 6. 

The transition of the first theme group shows a sudden 

1See Appendix, Chart III. 



increase in the number of notes per measure with t use W six- 

teenth notes in contrast to the eighth notes used in the first 

member. The chart at this point shows fluctuations in the rhyth- 

mic content, and the use of a dynamic reinforcement rf also 

creates more rhythmic interest) Nearly every phrase in this 

section begins with a long anacrusis which strongly anticipates 

the beat to follow. A climax is reached in m. 16 with a high 

point in the melody which descends rapidly with thirty-second 

6 
notes with a 14 -V7 -1 progression. 

Second Theme Group. In )1..iase one of the second theme, 

mm. 17-21, the rhythm starts with very little activity in m. 17 

but in m. 18 there is a rhythmic embellishment of the same har- 

monic progression, resulting in an anchor, which results in a 

rhythmic intensification as well as a harmonic intensification. 

The heiht of rhythmic activity occurs in n. 16, and each measure 

shows a decrease until the cadence in A minor is reached in 

m. 21. 

In phase two, mid. 22-26, the same type of rhythmic activity 

is developed because as was seen in the harmonic analysis, these 

two phases correspond closely to each other. The dim. 7th chords 

in mm. 23-24 are made stronger rhythmically by being reinforced 

with ffp markings. 

The closing group, mm. 27-29, indicates an intensification 

of rhythmic material. 

1See Appendix, Chart III. 



Middle Theme 

The chart shows the middle theme beginning with less rhyth- 

mic activity, but there is a rise in m. 36 to a level above an7- 

thing reached in the exposition. 1 

The symbol a used several times in mm. 38-40 gives a better 

feeling of no harmonic chan_;es as wolf as reinforcing the rhythm. 

k4nd of rhythmic and the,aatic dtsintegratIo.i occurs from MA. 

38-42. Measu c 41 shows a decrease in rhythmic activity and a 

further decrease occurs in m. 42. Measure 43 immediately takes 

on neT life by a sudden increase of rhythmic activity in a de- 

scending scale passage, partly chromatic and moving rapidly. It 

is illustrated in Ex. 9. 

Recapitulation 

The rhythmic treatment of the material in the recapitula- 

tion is basically the same as in the exposition. There are some 

differences of minor importance. 

The imitative treatment as discussed earlier in mm. 44-47 

creates rhythmic tension. In the second measure of the recapitu- 

lation there is a rf (reinforcement) on the first beat and an- 

other one on the second beat in m. 46. This is stronger rhyth- 

mically than in the exposition. A turn ( ) in m. 50 which 

did not occur in the exposition creates more rhythmic tension. 

13ee Appendix, Chart III. 
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The largest area of rhythmic activity occurs in the coda. 

Beginning with an area of much higher rhythmic concentration Le- 

fore attained, a rhythmic climax is achieved in m. 71 where there 

are 48 note impulses per measure. In the following mm. 72-75, 

there is a decrease to 24 rhythmic impulses, and in m. 76 there 

are only four rhythmic impulses. The last phase, mm. 77-87, 

which develops the second beat of the first theme group of the 

exposition, shows the least amount of activity in the whole 

composition. 

A FORMAL AND RHYTHMIC ANALYSIS OF THE SECOND 
MOVEMENT (ANDANTE) OF BEETHOVEN'S 

SONATA, OP. 79 

The Andante to Sonata, Op. 79, which is in G minor, is de- 

scribed by Goetschius as a 'genuine, though small, First Rondo 

form,"1 and Tovey simply calls it an ABA form without any fur- 

ther explanation." 

The plan for this movement is shown on the diagram of 

30- 
1 -3 9-10 11-17 118-22 - 29 3)4. 

1 T. TR. A I coda 1st there 2nd theme 1st theme 

1Percy (7,oetschius, The Larger Forms of Musical Composition, 
p. 11§. 

'4Donald Francis Tovey, Companion to Beethoven's Pianoforte 
Sonatas, p. 194. 
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The key relationships are planned in thil,d relationships. 

Section A begins in G minor and modulates to B Flat Major, a third 

higher. A return to G minor, a third below, is made, and another 

modulation a third lower to E Flat Major is made for section B. 

the return of Section A, m. 22 in G minor, a third above the 

former key and another third above to B Flat Major, the conclu- 

sion comes in the Coda in G minor, a third below the former key. 

The key relationships are illustrated in Ex. 11. 

Ex. 11. 

4-> 

A j B A I coda I 

G nor D' I?, Fiat G ninor G min. 
I V I 

A HARMONIC AND THEMATIC ANALYSIS 

Theme A. Theme A, a four-phrase theme, mm. 1-8, is a song- 

like period with a repeated refrain. It takes the form shown 

in Ex. 12. 

Ex. 12. 

Stanza > 6 Refrain vl 

--- 1 2 

V I 
Per,o - rAl 
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The first phrase, mm. 1-2, begins in G minor and reaches a 

half cadence (1hrygian) on the dominant in m. 2. A responding 

phrase, mm. 3-4, begins in G minor, and reaches a perfect authen- 

tic cadence in B flat Major to complete the period which gives a 

feeling of a stanza. 

The third phrase, beginning in B Flat Major, mm. 5-6, is re- 

peated and concludes with a perfect authentic cadence in m. 8, 

giving a feeling of a repeated refrain. 

A short transition, mm. 9-10, serves as a modulation to 

Theme B in the key of E Flat Major. 

Theme B. Theme B shows a variety of phrase length. An 

anacrusis in m. 10 leads to the beginning of the first phrase, 

mm. 11-12, which is two measures in length, and the second 

phrase, mm. 13-17, which is five measures in length. 

The harmony in the first phrase, a I-V7-I progression, sup- 

ports a descending scalewise melody in m. 11, and is followed by 

a sequence in m. 12. 

The second phrase is begun with an anchor mm. 13-14. The 

harmonic plan for this phrase is shown in zix. 13. 

Ex. 13. 

j 13 1 14 1 15 1 16 I 17 

II-V7-VI 

anchor 



It will be noticed that a deceptive resolution (V-VI) in 

m. 15 extends the phrase, and a perfect authentic cadence is 

reached in m. 17. 

A transition, mm. 18-22, uses material from Theme A. The 

plan for the transition is illustrated in Ex. 14. 

Ex. 14. 

13 19 j 20 I 21 I 

V7 T IV I 14(1. Vlfift 6. /nits) I 
-U" 

The transition serves as a modulation to G minor accom- 

plished through an Aug. 6th (German Sixth) which resolves to the 

dominant of the home key (G minor) for a return to Theme A, ram. 

22-29, which is a literal restatement of the First Theme. 

A coda, mm. 30-34, is a combination of material from Sec- 

tion A and Section B. The melodic line uses material from 

Section A and the accompaniment is based on the accompaniment 

figure from Section B. The accompaniment with a reoccurring G 

on each beat gives the feeling of a G Pedal Point. The harmonic 

plan is illustrated in Ex. 15. 

Ex. 15. 

I 3") I 31 1 32 i 33 

I I V V VI II V7 V7 
G Elinor 



RHYTHMIC ANALYSIS 

The entire movement is poised on a sort of off-center rhyth- 

mic scheme in which cadences (called fominIne cadences) fre- 

quently fall on weak metrical beats. This is true throughout 

the first theme. It gives the melody proper more beats than is 

common in such short spans. In fact, the first regularly placed 

cadence chord occurs in m. 17 at the end of the Second Theme. 

The Andante, written in 9/8 meter, does not contain as great 

a variety of rhythm as is usual in a slow movement. The rhythmic 

chart, No. IV for Op. 79, shows several areas under a rhythmic 

ceiling, but a look at the music may often show other rhythmic 

devices. 1 

Theme A. Theme A shows a continuous rhythmic pattern 

( ))J ),)) AJJ ) in the accompaniment for the entire theme, and 

the chart from mm. 1-8 reveals thfLa, but a closer look at the 

music shows some interesting rhythmic groupings that occur in 

this ceiling of rhythm (Ex. 16). 

Ex. 16. 

ri 6 7 8 

L ji TI :1- \e- -x. `. 

As can be seen, there is a feeling of grouping by twos in 

the harmonic rhythm, in contrast to the regular grouping of 

threes. 

'See Appendix, Chart IV. 
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As shown on Chart IV, there is an increase in notes per 

measure in the melodic rhythm.1 

In Theme A, there is a delay of the cadence chord until the 

last beat of the cadence measure and this results in a weaker 

cadence. 

Another point of interest is the anacrusis in in. 6 which 

leads into a stronger beat in m. 7. 

The transition, mm. 9-10, shows a sudden decrease in rhyth- 

mic activity. 

Theme B. A look at the chart shows a rhythmic ceiling in 

the accumulative rhythm, while the melodic rhythm shows several 

areas of increased activity which reaches a high point in mm. 13- 

14, and then the chart shows a decrease in the melodic rhythm. 

The rhythm pattern used in mm. 13-14 is: 

The transition, m. 17-21, shows the greatest rhythmic 

variety throughout the entire movement. Measure 19 is climactic 

both melodically and rhythmically. The melody moves up scalewise 

to reach a climax on the note "F" and the rhythm likewise builds 

up to this point by increasing the number of notes for each beat, 

using this combination (Ex. 17). 

Ex. 17. 

16ee itgoendix 

5 

r 0. r 
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While all of this activity takes place in the melodic line, 

the accompaniment keeps a constant sixteenth-note pattern. Pfter 

the high point in m. 19, there is an abrupt tapering off in 

rhythmic activity as shown on the chart for a return to Theme A. 

Theme A. Since this has been discussed earlier, there will 

be nothing added. 

Coda. A coda mm. 30-34, as shown on Chart IV, contains an- 

other rhythmic ceiling with the use of sixteenth notes in the 

accompaniment from Section B. 
1 There is a sudden decrease in 

mm. 33 and 34 which closes the movement. With a suspension of 

the V7 chord in m. 34 on the first beat, the I chord is reached 

on a weak beat (feminine cadence) to close the composition. 

SUMMARY 

To conclude this formal and rhythmic study, it might be well 

to take F look at the sub-beat patterns used in the two sonatas. 

A standard device for increasing rhythmic activity from 

section to section Is that of increasing the number of note im- 

pulses in the steady rhythmic progression of the phrases or 

underlying accompaniment figures. For instance, in a study of 

sub-beat patterns in Op.. 10 No. 3, the first theme is bRsically 

or three rhythmic impulses per beat. But the rhyth- 

mic activity in the transition section is increased by the accom- 

panying figure being assigned six note impulses per beat 

) 

'See Appendix, Chart IV. 
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In the middle theme, the background beat, after staring on 

a figure containing three note impulses per measure, is finally 

raised to twelve note impulses per beat ( F.1 7#41 ). 

This not only creates an area of rhythmic tension in the theme 

itself; it also transcends in activity any other preceding area. 

Though the recapitulation contains the same sub-beat pattern 

as in the exposition, a high level of 18 impulses per beat is 

reached in the coda, ( f-m7179 YT1111 ), and is re- 

tained until the last phase of the coda where there is an in- 

crease to twenty-four note impulses per beat, 

( 41E1=ffn 441M ). This shows a steady growth 

as illustrated in Ex. 18. 

Ex. 18. Rhythmic growth in Op. 10 No. 3 (slow movement). 

J 

0 

1 

uF 
LHL LiLLI=f Lt 1i 

0 so lot 
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Interpolated in this plan of intensifying sub-beat patterns 

is the second theme, in which a different kind of rhythmic growth 

is found. In contrast to the other themes, there is no contin- 

uously even sub-beat pattern. But it has been pointed out that 

the theme is characterized by a series of anchors. Rhythmic in- 

tensification is achieved by the use of thematic variation tech- 

niques in the reiterated parts of the anchor forms. In addition, 

the rhythmic figure which on its first occur- 

rence is isolated, is finally used to build rhythmic intensity by 

being placed placed in a sequential chain, H y? 

The sub-beat pattern in the Andante in Op. 79 following 

something like this: Section A contains three impulses per beat, 

or In Section 13, the sub-beat pattern is six im- 

pulses per beat or twice as much as Section A ( 

In Section B, a definite thrust forward occurs in the melodic 

rhythm while the accompaniment figure 7 s kept 

steady. This movement forward, rhythmically, takes this form 

beginning in m. 10, shown in Ex. 19. As can be seen, the 

Ex. 19. 

rn )0 

ii 
IS 1G 

'3 

m 
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greatest intensity of rhythm occurs in mm. 12 and 13. The high- 

est point of rhythmic activity reached in the entire piece occurs 

in the transition, nu:.. 18-22, with the rhythmic progression for- 

ward, beginning in m. 17 with more activity in m. 18 and a rhyth- 

mic climax is reached In m. 19. It takes the form illustrated 

in Ex. 20. 

Ex. 20. 
o1.17 

17 

5 , 

3 
1 1 p 1 ) 

co 

A return to section A is the same as before. The coda takes 

the same form rhythmically as section B. 

In this slow movement, Beethoven alternated sections whose 

sub-beat is three per beat, with sections whose sub-beat is six 

per beat. In this very short lyrical movement, there is no ex- 

tensive development of rhythmic intensity in the sub-beat 

material. Nevertheless, the movement from sub-beat material 

with lower rhythmic intensity to that of higher order gives a 

definite feeling of forward movement. As it was shown above, 

the development of rhythmic intensity occurred in the melodic 

line and not the accompaniment figure. 

From both movements, it can be seen that while a steady 

Tub-beat is occurring in the accompaniment, these even rhythmic 



figures give rise to much rhythmic freedom in the melodic line, 

the result being a very jagged melodic rhythm. 

Another point to consider Is that harmonic and rhythmic in- 

tensity correlate some of the time. At times when the rhythm is 

moving ahead or is becoming more intense, the harmonies are like- 

wise changing quickly or are making progress forward. This can 

be seen in the coda of Op. 10 No. 3, mm. 68-72, where an ascend- 

ing bass line is moving in half steps with a chord change on each 

beat. It can also work just the opposite way. Sometimes the 

rhythm is very intense, but the harmonies are moving slowly so as 

to stabilize a certain area harmonically in anticipation of the 

return of a former key. This occurs in the middle theme of 

Op. 10 No. 3, mm. 36-44. In this phase, there are twelve im- 

pulses per beat, but the harmony is becoming stabilized by alter- 

nating tonic and dominant harmony. 

Another conclusion is that each major division of the com- 

position rhythmically intensifies to a certain point and is 

brought to a close by the release of the rhythmic activity. 

look at Sonata Op. 79 will confirm this point. In section A and 

section B, a certain rhythmic high point was reached but is de- 

creased to a low level of activity at the conclusion of those 

sections. This also occurred in the major divisions of Sonata 

Op. 10 No. 3. 

Both movements seem to have rather unique key relationships. 

As will be seen, Beethoven develops Interest in the many keys 

used and in the manipulation of the keys. In Op. 10 No. 3, the 

key centers used in the exposition were D minor for the first 
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theme, C Major for the transition, and A minor for the second 

theme. In the middle theme F Major was used. The recapitulation 

used D minor for the first theme, B Flat Major for the transition 

and D minor for the second theme and the coda in D minor. The 

usual practice of the second theme being in the relative major 

key is not used at that point but saved for use in the middle 

theme which is in F Major. Quite an impact is made when the 

second theme in the exposition immediately modulates to A minor 

after C Major has been confirmed so definitely in the transition 

theme. This happens in the recapitulation when the transition 

confirms the feeling of B Flat Major and second theme immediately 

returns to D minor. 

The key plan for Op. 79 has been referred to earlier. It 

used the relationships of thirds in setting up all the keys. 

Each time a new key was used it was either a third above or a 

third below the former key. 

The study of these two contrasting slow movements brings the 

realization that in Op. 10 No. 3, a long; form, and in Op. 79, a 

short form, quite different techniques are in carder. It is 

especially important that the rhythmic growth referred to in the 

first example be much more dramatically shown, for it is a force 

which helps to bring together the many diverse thematic elements 

characteristic of this movement in a continuous flow. But in 

the second, a very simple ABA form cast in lyrical style, such 

treatment, if possible, would be extreme. The longer the move- 

ment, the more complex it becomes in thematic development and 

rhythmic development. 
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CHART I THEMATIC CHART 

Sonata Op, 10 No. 3 (Second Movement) Beethoven 

EXPOSITION MIDDLE THEME RECAPITULATION CODA 

first theme group second theme . 

1st. member transition 1st. member 

material A 

first theme group second them 

mm. 1-9 10-17 17-21 22-26 '7- 30-34 35-43 44-52 3-56 56-60 61-6 65-71 
29 

d minor C Maj r F Major d minor B at 
a minor Major 

d minor 

scale 1/8 in.= 1 measure 

72-76 77-87 

d minor 
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THEMATIC COMPARISON OF EXPOSITION AND DEVELOPMENT 
Sonata Op. 10 No. 3 

Exposition (m. 1-29) 
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CH :3.T III RI arau a c DEVELOPMENT 

OF SON ETA, OP. 10 No. 3 bEETHOVEN 
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CHART IV RHYTHIdC DEVELOPIF,NT 

OF SO1V,TA OP. 7 9 Beethoven 
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In orer t) judge a composItIon critcal17, it is necessary 

to use more than emotional appeal as the basis :.7)f crlteria, 

Is necessary to study the composition through an Intellectual 

approach. Al3iC, as everjthing else, takes on some character- 

istic form or plan. Form in music takes on such qualities as 

musical figures, phrases, sentences, themes, movements, harmonic 

features, all being shaped or crganized by rhythm. To illustrate 

this, a report will show some formal and rhythmic features of two 

slow movements of (3,athovenis Flano &,onatas, op. 10 o. 3 and 

)1). 79. This study intends to show how a composer makes a con 

-Position progress from beginning to and holding the listener's 

interest all the way. fllso, a question to be studied Is whether 

the rhythmic developments compliment the harmonic development. 

The first step was the formal analysis. Every phrase was 

marked in the music, and each cadence was identified. The 

phrases were .7-,rouped together to find the themes and theme groups. 

This in turn helped determine the general form of the movements 

such as sonata-allero, rondo, and so forth. i harmonic analyzds 

as to key centers was also made. Material used in the movements 

was also Identified and marked. 

Attention was next turned to rhythm. Vith the use of a 

graph, a. rhythmic chart was devised to show the number of rhyth- 

mic Impulses per measure. A rhythmic impulse occurs each time a 

sound or combination of sounds occurring simultaneously is pro- 

duced within the measure. Each horizontal space in the graph 

represents a certain measure in the music and Is numbered at the 

base of the chart. Each vertical space represents one note 



impulse ifl that particular measure. Two kinã of rhythmic im- 

pulses were recorded. The total number of rhythmic impulses per 

measure is referred to as the accumulative rhythm, and is shown 

on the chart with a solid line. The total number of rhythmic 

Impulses in the melodic line is referred to as melodic rhythm, 

and is recorded on the chart with a broken line. The intensifi- 

cations of a dotted rhythm cannot be shown on the chart. For in- 

stance, two eighth notes ( ) would be recorded on the 

graphs as two impulses, yet a dotted eighth note followed by a 

sixteenth note ( ):1 ) would also be recorded on the graph as 

two impulses, yet the dotted eighth and sixteenth note combina- 

tion i2 more intense rhythmically than the two eighth notes. 

Yany interesting observations and several conclusions were 

the result of this study. A standard device for increasing rhyth- 

mic activity from section to section is that of Increasing the 

number of note impulses in the steady rhythmic progression of the 

phrases or underlying accompaniment figures, such as eighth notes 

to sixteenth notes to tthity-second notes. Vhen there Is no con- 

tinuously even sub-beat pattern, rhythmic intensification Is 

achieved by the use of thematic variation techniques on the re- 

iterated parts of the anchor forms. 

Prom both -novements, it can be seen that while a steady sub- 

beat is occurrInc in the accompaniment, these even rhythmic 

figures give rise to much rhythmic freedom in the melodic line, 

the result being a very jagged melodic rhythm. 

Another point to consider is the harmonic a d rhythmic cor- 

relation. At times when the rhythm is moving ahead or is becoming 



more intense, the harmonies are likewise changing quickly or are 

makiri6 progress forward. L'ometimes the rhyth- is very intense, 

but the harmonies are vlovin slovly so as to statIlIze a certa'l 

area harmonically. 

is can be seen, the interest Is held to a certaln extent with 

the use of rather unique kat relationships. The usual practice 

he key relationships in a sonata-allegro form 1,3 not usid 

. 10 ho. 3. In Op. 79 the keys are all related by the rela- 

tionship of a third. 

In the study of those two centrastint; movements, it is 

realized that different treatment is required by both. The fIrst 

being a long form woul, naturally show more rhythmic harm. lie 

development, and more rhythmic harmonic devices than in the 

second example, a short form. such treatment, if possible, would 

be extre,e in such simple a form. 


